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APPLICATION
TO THE EXACT THEORY OF THE PAIRING MODEL TO SOME EVEN ISOTOPES OF LEAD * R. W. RICHARDSON
H. M. Randall Labo~'atory of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Orbor, Michigan
In this note, we report the results of using the exact eigenstates of the pairing-force Hamiltonian in the pairing models of Pb 206, Pb 204 and Pb 202. The eigenstates of the models of these isotopes belong to the restricted class of eigenstates described in re[. 1). Using these eigenstates, we find that the pairing-interaction strength should be about 30% stronger than the value used in previous approximate calculations 2). This stronger pairing interaction plus the exact theory of the pairing model predict the observed pairing energies, within the experimental errors, and the excitation spectra (excluding the lowest 2 + states), with an average error of 0.09 MeV for these isotopes. The expressions for the wave function and energy of an eigenstate of the pairing-force Hamiltonian which we will use have been given in re[. 1). There, the unnormalized wave function and the energy of a state containing 2Npaired particles were given by N
and N
=I E i' (2)
where cf is the energy of the single-particle state with quantum numbers f, ZpP is a sum over the AP. permutations Pof the indices Pl" " "PN, and * Supported by the National Science Foundation.
the Npair energies Epi are roots of the N coupled equations
where 1 -1 than the value, g = O.Ul MeV, which has been used in previous calculations 2). With ef and g determined, all the parameters c~ the modeIare fixed and there remains the solution of (3) for the Epi. The solutions and the excitation energies for some states of Pb 206, Pb 204 and Pb 202 are given in tables 2, 3 and 4. We identify the states by giving their spin and parity and the coniiguratimm The restriction on this class of states is that the pair to which they correspond in the limit g -. 0 (con~.). energies must satisfy
We also list the Observed levels of these nuclei ~J
in addition to (3).
In considering a specific system, the single particle spectrum of, and the pairing interaction strength, g, must be determined. For the isotopes of lead that we consider, we use the single-particle (hole) spectrum of Pb 207 to determine the cf's as (spin) was done in re [. 2 ). This spectrum is given in table 1. In this table, On=j+ ½is the pair degenel°li racy of the level n. In what follows, we will identify
(1)T the levels by the index n rather than (lj) s. Thus, (2)+ equation (3) Table 1 (5)-The single-particle spectrum in MeV (6)- In order to determine g, we use the relation 1)
= 2c F -E F between the observed pairing energy, Pn, and the pair energy E F. This, to~ether with the mass data given by Everling et al. o/, can be used to determine E F. Eqs. (6) then determine the remaining N-1 ground-state pair energies and the interaction strength g. However, Pn is not known accurately enough to determine g uniquely and interaction strengths in the range 0.135 < g < 0.165 MeV will reproduce the observed P~ s. We therefore pick the value of g in this range which reproduces the excitation spectra best. This leads to the value g = 0.146 MeV. Note that this is considerably stronger (Exp.) next to the states of the model with the same spins and parities which best reproduce the observed excitation energies. The pair energies given are the roots of (3) which we now discuss separately for the three systems. (3) indicates that for g > 0.115 MeV the two pair energies of the ground state are complex and in fact are complex conjugates of each other. This is also true for the state (2)~+ for g< 0.209 MeV. We therefore represent the two pair energies of these states as El, 2 = ~ :~ iv. (9) Equating the real and imaginary parts of eq. (3) then gives the equations nn(2~ n _-t:) (10)
= g~"n (-~Cn_ ~)2~2
for ~ and 7. The restrictions (5), for these states are ~7 ¢ 0. The energies are then given by (2)
In table 3, we give the values of ~ and z72 for these two states for g = 0.146 MeV. The remaining states of Pb 204 which we treat contain two paired and two unpaired particles. The eq. (3) for these states are the same as (8) with the one change that ft n is replaced by , where l and m are the states occupied by the unpaired particles. The energies of these states are given by E=e l+¢m +E'P" (13) For the ground state of Pb 202, study of eq. (3) indicates that one pair energy El, is real and two pair energies E 2 and E3, are complex as in (9) . Equating the real and imaginary parts of eq. For the other 0 + state that we treat, the pair energies are real and may be obtained from a straightforward solution of eq. (3). The remaining states of Pb 202 that we treat contain four paired and two unpaired particles. For the states (1)2(2)~ 4 +, the two pair energies are real and may be oi~tained by solving eq. (3) using G n -25n2 instead of ~rr The energies of these states are then given by
For the other excited states, the pair energies have the form (9), where ~ and V satisfy (10) and ill) with t'I n replaced by G n -5nl -5rim. The energies of these states are given by E = e l + C rn + 2~.
If we exclude the lowest 2 + states of these nuclei from our consideration (since these are collective levels 2), we obtain an average error of 0.09 MeV in the predicted excitation spectra. This is about ¼ the average error in the ap.Rroximate treatment of the model given in ref. ~').
In addition to the excitation energies of the states, we have given the pair energies in tables 2, 3 and 4. These may be inserted in (1) to obtain the model wave function. The matrix elements of any operator may then be calculated using these exact model wave function.
The details of these calculations will be reported at a later date.
